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ABSTRACT

This is the fifth year of the TREC Deep Learning track. As in previous years, we leverage the MS
MARCO datasets that made hundreds of thousands of human-annotated training labels available
for both passage and document ranking tasks. We mostly repeated last year’s design, to get another
matching test set, based on the larger, cleaner, less-biased v2 passage and document set, with passage
ranking as primary and document ranking as a secondary task (using labels inferred from passage).
As we did last year, we sample from MS MARCO queries that were completely held out, unused
in corpus construction, unlike the test queries in the first three years. This approach yields a more
difficult test with more headroom for improvement. Alongside the usual MS MARCO (human)
queries from MS MARCO, this year we generated synthetic queries using a fine-tuned T5 model
and using a GPT-4 prompt.
The new headline result this year is that runs using Large Language Model (LLM) prompting in
some way outperformed runs that use the “nnlm” approach, which was the best approach in the
previous four years. Since this is the last year of the track, future iterations of prompt-based ranking
can happen in other tracks. Human relevance assessments were applied to all query types, not
just human MS MARCO queries. Evaluation using synthetic queries gave similar results to human
queries, with system ordering agreement of τ = 0.8487. However, human effort was needed to
select a subset of the synthetic queries that were usable. We did not see clear evidence of bias,
where runs using GPT-4 were favored when evaluated using synthetic GPT-4 queries, or where runs
using T5 were favored when evaluated on synthetic T5 queries.

1 Introduction

At TREC 2023, we hosted the fifth TREC Deep Learning Track continuing our focus on benchmarking ad hoc re-
trieval methods in the large-data regime. As in previous years [Craswell et al., 2020, 2021a, 2022, 2023], we leverage
the MS MARCO datasets [Bajaj et al., 2016] that made hundreds of thousands of human annotated training labels
available for both passage and document ranking tasks. In addition, in 2021 we refreshed both the passage and the
document collections which also led to a nearly 16 times increase in the size of the passage collection and nearly four
times increase in the document collection size. In addition to evaluating ranking methods on the larger collections, the
data refresh also aimed at providing additional metadata—e.g., passage-to-document mappings—that may be useful
for ranking, as well as incorporating some fixes for known text encoding issues in previous versions of the datasets.
However, the significant increase in collection sizes in 2021 led to a corresponding increase in the number of relevant
results in the collection per query and the existing judgment budget was exceeded before a reasonably complete set of
these relevant results could be identified by the NIST judges. This large number of relevant raised serious concerns
about the test collection generated by the track in 2021, relating to reusability and also score saturation [Voorhees
et al., 2022, Craswell et al., 2022]. Last year, these concerns were addressed via three specific changes: (i) Employing
test queries that did not contribute to the MS MARCO corpus, (ii) employing NIST assessors to manually evaluate the



relevance of retrieved results only for the passage ranking task and propagate the same labels to the source documents
for the document ranking task, and finally, (iii) detection of near-duplicate passages and only judging one represen-
tative passage from each near-duplicate cluster with respect to the target query. This year we continue to benchmark
against these larger passage and document collections.

This year we evaluated the participant runs using both real user queries (our usual from MS MARCO) and synthetic
queries from fine-tuned T5 and GPT-4. Relevance assessments on different query types yielded consistent system
orderings. This year, we also received runs that employed large language models (LLMs) (run type “prompt”) that
seems to perform much better than fine-tuned LLMs on the ranking tasks. Please see participant papers for more
insights about what we learned this year.

2 Task description

Similar to previous years, the Deep Learning Track in 2023 has two tasks: Passage ranking and document ranking.
Participants were allowed to submit up to three official runs, and additional baseline runs, for each task. When
submitting each run, participants indicated what external data, pretrained models and other resources were used, as
well as information on what style of model was used.

The TREC Deep Learning Track has a focus on generating reusable test collections and analyzing reusability. In 2023,
we primarily focused on rerunning the track under the same setup and using the same datasets as last year. Hence,
we again focused on the passage ranking task as the primary task (while keeping the document ranking task as the
secondary task) and mainly aimed at constructing a sufficiently complete and reusable test collection for the passage
ranking task. Labels inferred from passage-level labels have then been used for the document ranking task.

Last year we proposed a new query sampling methodology with the intention of making the queries more difficult,
to avoid the case where all runs have equally high performance and the evaluation is less discriminative. This new
method uses queries from the same sampling and annotation pipeline as standard MS MARCO queries. The pipeline
samples Bing queries, uses a classifier to find queries that are answerable by a short passage, and since the classifier
is imperfect the annotators can also reject a query as “can’t judge”. For consistency, we also eliminated queries where
the judge did not select a passage, see Figure1. The difference is that all our MS MARCO ranking datasets until last
year were based on a 2018 version of the MS MARCO data with one million queries as described in a 2018 update
of the MS MARCO paper [Bajaj et al., 2016].1 The new annotations went through the same process, but after the one
million query cutoff. This means they were not in the one million MS MARCO queries, their top-10 passages and
URLs were not used to construct the MS MARCO passage and document corpora. It also means we do not have an
evaluation using the MS MARCO sparse qrels and we did not filter out test queries where the sparse qrel failed to
make it into the corpus. We expect queries from this new query sampling strategy to be more difficult and adopted the
same approach this year. In addition, we also explored evaluation using both real user queries and synthetic queries
from fine-tuned T5 and GPT-4.

Sampling of human queries, generation of synthetic queries, and selection of which synthetic queries to include (see
Section 5) led to a set of 700 test queries used for both the passage ranking and document ranking tasks. The NIST
assessment process allows assessors to reject a query before judging, and it may also be rejected after some judging.
Queries can be rejected for being difficult to understand, or because there are too few or too many relevant results.
The goal is to have a reusable test collection, meaning that a sufficiently complete set of relevant results have been
identified that we can fairly evaluate a future system, that retrieves different relevant documents. This year there were
82 queries that made it through the passage ranking assessment, and are used for evaluation. Document ranking runs
on the same set of 82 queries by propagating the passage labels to their source documents.

Below we provide more detailed information about the document retrieval and passage retrieval tasks, as well as the
datasets provided as part of these tasks.

2.1 Passage ranking task

The first task focuses on passage ranking, with two subtasks: (i) a full ranking and (ii) a top-100 reranking tasks.

1We note that the 2018 update of the paper [Bajaj et al., 2016] has an expanded author list, reflecting the expansion of the dataset
to one million queries, which was planned by the original 2016 authors, and the addition of a ranking task, which was a new idea
in 2018 not planned by the 2016 authors. The 2016 version and author list [Nguyen et al., 2016] reflect a preliminary release of the
MS MARCO data, with 100 thousand queries and a natural language generation task.
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In the full ranking subtask, given a query, the participants were expected to retrieve a ranked list of passages from
the full collection based on the estimated likelihood of the passage containing an answer to the question. Participants
could submit up to 100 passages per query for this end-to-end ranking task.

In the top-100 reranking subtask, 100 passages per query were provided to participants, which were retrieved using
Pyserini [Lin et al., 2021b]. The reranking subtask allows all participants to start from the same starting point and to
focus on learning an effective relevance estimator, without the need for implementing an end-to-end retrieval system.
It also makes the reranking runs more comparable, because they all rerank the same set of 100 candidates.

Like last year, only passages were judged, with passage judgments subsequently propagated to documents to form the
document relevance judgments. In years before 2022, both documents and passages were judged independently for the
track, so focusing assessing resources on only passages since 2022 effectively doubled the passage judgment budget.

The other major change was judging only a single element from a set of near-duplicate passages. To effect this
change, the passage corpus was clustered into classes of near-duplicate documents using the process at https://
github.com/isoboroff/dedupe. Each class had a single passage designated as the canonical passage for the class
and the passage id of that passage was used as the class identifier. The relevance label of the canonical passage with
respect to a query was propagated to all the other passages in the same class.

The track received 35 submissions to the passage ranking task, 14 of which were baseline runs. All 35 submitted
runs contributed to the initial judgment pools. The judging process was similar to last year but without the collection
subsets.

Judgments were collected on a four-point scale:

[3] Perfectly relevant: The passage is dedicated to the query and contains the exact answer.

[2] Highly relevant: The passage has some answer for the query, but the answer may be a bit unclear, or hidden
amongst extraneous information.

[1] Related: The passage seems related to the query but does not answer it.

[0] Irrelevant: The passage has nothing to do with the query.

For metrics that binarize the judgment scale, we map passage judgment levels 3,2 to relevant and map passage judg-
ment levels 1,0 to irrelevant.

2.2 Document ranking task

Similar to the passage ranking task, the document ranking task focuses on two subtasks: (i) Full ranking and
(ii) top-100 reranking.

The full ranking subtask models the end-to-end retrieval scenario, documents can be retrieved from the full document
collection provided and the runs are expected to rank documents based on their relevance to the query.

Similar to passage ranking, in the document reranking subtask, participants were provided with an initial ranking of
100 documents, giving all participants the same starting point. The 100 documents provided to the participants were
generated using Pyserini Lin et al. [2021b]. Participants were expected to rerank the 100 documents based on their
estimated likelihood of containing an answer to the query.

Instead of collecting additional judgments for the document ranking task, we used passage judgments to infer judg-
ments for documents: For each document we first identified the passages that were judged from within that document
when collecting judgments for the passage ranking task, where all duplicates of a judged passage are assumed to have
the same relevance judgment as the judged passage. If a document contains multiple passages with associated relevant
judgments, we use the max judgment across all the passages to infer the final relevance judgment for the document.
Previous work has shown that such an approach results in reasonable quality relevance judgments [Wu et al., 2019],
and our study on the 2021 test collections further validated this [Craswell et al., 2022].

Different from the passage ranking task, for document ranking metrics that use binary judgments we map document
judgment levels 3,2,1 to relevant and map document judgment level 0 to irrelevant.

3 Datasets

This year we again used the MS MARCO v2 dataset. To understand how the new dataset differs from the old, we will
first describe the natural language generation dataset from 2016 and the v1 ranking data from 2018.
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Figure 1: Crowd task used to generate the original MS MARCO natural language generation leaderboard. This same
crowd data was later adapted to become the MS MARCO ranking tasks.

MS MARCO natural language generation dataset. The original MS MARCO dataset was for a natural language
generation task, rather than a ranking task. It processed one million queries, using a crowd task as shown in Figure 1.
The crowd worker would read the query, consider up to ten passages related to the query, decide if the passages
could be used to answer the query and if answerable write an answer to the query in their own words. For each
answerable question the crowd workers provided a non-extractive answer and an annotation of which passages they
used to generate their answer. There was substantial quality work with the crowd workers to ensure quality and the
crowd workers spent an average of 2.5 minutes on each annotation. The million queries were drawn from actual
user queries to Bing. The ten results were generated by a Bing passage retrieval and ranking system. The queries
were filtered before being annotated to remove any adult or offensive queries and any non-English queries. Moreover,
further filtering was performed to ensure that the queries came from the 10−20% of English queries that were detected
as potentially being answerable with a short passage. Although the filter may be imperfect, the intention was to exclude
navigational queries (such as [youtube]), queries that require a longer answer (such as [beef wellington recipe]) and
queries that aim to complete some transaction (such as [buy xbox live]). We note that about 35% of the queries could
not be answered using the ten passages, in which case the crowd worker would indicate No answer, and one part of
the original MS MARCO challenge was to predict which queries were answerable.

MS MARCO ranking v1 datasets. The MS MARCO passage and document ranking v1 datasets are used in the
current MS MARCO leaderboards [Lin et al., 2022, Craswell et al., 2021b, Lin et al., 2021a] and in TREC 2019 and
TREC 2020.

To generate the v1 passage ranking data, we took the union of the top ten passage lists for the one million queries,
giving us 8.8 million distinct passages. For queries that were answerable, we used the crowd judge annotation for
selected passages as a positive qrel. This gives us highly incomplete qrels, as noted in the original description [Bajaj
et al., 2016]. We should in no way expect the positive qrel to be the “best answer”. We found that training and eval-
uating using these sparse qrels gives us results that are quite correlated with results using much more comprehensive
NIST judgments [Craswell et al., 2020, 2021a]. Further study is needed to understand why this works, but we suspect
it’s important that the qrel is selected from a Bing ranking that has access to information that’s unavailable to TREC
participants, such as billions of past queries. This means the selected qrel is not biased towards some existing academic
approach such as BM25. For each query that has a qrel, we generated a BM25 top-1000 for use in a reranking task
and also allowed fullrank from the 8.8 million passages. We used the same split as in the QnA task: training (80%),
dev (10%) and eval (10%).

To generate the v1 document ranking data, we collected the corresponding urls for which the passages were extracted.
Using these 3.5 million URLS, we obtained the associated document title and body corresponding to the ranking qrels.
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It is worth noting that the original passages were extracted between January 2016 and February 2018 while the full
documents were extracted in March of 2018 and as a result only 3.2 million URLs were still able to be successfully
extracted. From these documents, a clean form was extracted where the body text had the HTML removed and focused
on the main content of the page, removing web-page boilerplate such as navigation menus. Since we extracted the
document text more than a year later than the passage data and used a completely different document parsing and
processing pipeline (which unfortunately had character set processing issues) there was a chance that some pages that
had a relevant passage no longer existed, no longer contained the passage, or even had the section of text with the
passage accidentally removed as boilerplate. These are all realistic things to happen in a real-world application, where
the document corpus is constantly changing, we do not wish to throw away our old relevance labels, and indeed we
may not have budget to generate new labels. Doing a better job of generating a clean dataset using old labels is what
we have now done in generating the v2 data. Qrels for the document task were assigned by assuming that a relevant
passage qrel transfers to the document level as a positive document qrel. We generated top-100 document rankings
using Indri, for use in a reranking task and also allowed fullrank from the 3.2 million documents.

The v1 data had several problems. The corpus was generated based on the queries, such that each passage and each
document is in the corpus due to one of our million original queries. For each document in the corpus there may only
be one passage in the passage dataset (and on average 2.8 passages per document), but that passage was identified by
Bing in relation to one of the MS MARCO queries, possibly a test query. This is unrealistic, since a real system would
be able to generate many candidate passages per document, and would not know what the test queries will be ahead
of time. Therefore, we had to forbid participants from considering the passage-document mapping. The document
dataset had several problems with character sets and missing whitespace.

MS MARCO ranking v2 datasets. The MS MARCO passage and document ranking v2 datasets were used for
the first time in TREC 2021. The goal of the v2 dataset was to increase the scale and introduce a wider variety of
documents such that not all documents were relevant to at least some query.

While the v1 data started with passages and was expanded to documents, the v2 data is document native. It begun by
identifying documents based on the source urls of the v1 dataset. Of the original 3.5 million MS MARCO URLs, we
were able to still find content for 2.7 million. We added an additional 9.2 million documents, selected to be the kind
of documents that had useful passages of text in past Bing queries, giving a total of 11.9 million documents. For each
document we ran a query-independent proprietary algorithm for identifying promising passages, and selected the best
non-overlapping passages, giving on average 11.6 passages per document. This gives us our 138 million passages in
the v2 passage corpus. We mapped the document qrels at the URL level, for training, dev and eval. The chance that the
document is no longer relevant to the query, which also was a concern in v1 data, is now increased since the document
content was extracted at a later date. We can consider how big this problem is by analyzing the disagreement rate
between MS MARCO qrels and NIST qrels (in v1 and v2), and seeing whether training on MS MARCO qrels yields
improved NIST NDCG on the test set. For mapping passage qrels, we required that the passage comes from the same
URL as the original passage, and has sufficient text similarity to the positive passage text from v1.

It is now possible for participants to use the passage-document mapping in participation, for example by considering
document information in passage ranking, passage information in document ranking, and so on. Using a larger corpus
prevents participants from proposing completely unscalable ranking approaches. The new dataset has fewer character
encoding and whitespace issues, and could form the basis for future tasks that include some elements of additional
document processing, such as extracting even shorter (phrase) answers.

4 Results and analysis

Submitted runs A total of six groups participated in the TREC 2023 Deep Learning Track. Among them, five
groups participated in the passage ranking task, and two groups participated in the document ranking task. Similar to
previous years, we submission of baseline runs. This adds diversity to the relevance assessment pools and encourages
a participating group to compare a new approach with a well-understood existing approach. Across all groups, we
received a total of 40 run submissions, including 35 passage ranking runs and five document ranking runs. Table 1
summarizes the submissions statistics for this year’s track.

This year we asked participants to self-classify each of their runs under the following four categories:

• trad: No neural representation learning—e.g., classical learning to rank, PRF, and BM25
• nn: Representation learning with text as input, but not using a pre-trained model
• nnlm: Using a pre-trained model in any part of the pipeline—e.g., neural document expansion and BERT-style

reranking
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Table 1: TREC 2023 Deep Learning Track run submission statistics.
Passage ranking Document ranking

Number of groups 5 2
Number of total runs 35 5
Number of baseline runs 14 1
Number of runs w/ category: prompt 19 1
Number of runs w/ category: nnlm 14 4
Number of runs w/ category: nn 0 0
Number of runs w/ category: trad 2 0
Number of runs w/ category: rerank 4 0
Number of runs w/ category: fullrank 31 5

• prompt: Using a large language model with prompt in any part of the pipeline

Last year we were interested to see if there were runs that were doing a single stage of retrieval with dense retrieval.
Such a system converts the query into a vector, retrieves document vectors based on vector comparison, and then
presents the ranking based on vector comparison to the user. Such a system could have the advantage of simplicity and
low query latency, compared to a system that has a candidate generation stage (using dense retrieval and/or traditional
indexing) followed by one or mpre phases of reranking. However, we did not find that participants were highly
successful with a “dense retrieval only” approach, and also that some top runs did not use dense retrieval at all.

This year we were interested to see if people would use a prompt-based LLM approach in their runs. There is some
chance that LLM approaches can outperform other forms of ranking, giving us another step above the “nnlm” runs
that we studied in the first four years of the track. We expected prompt-based approaches could perform well, and the
prompt-based component in the retrieval system may not need to fine-tune on MS MARCO training data, but we also
expected MS MARCO fine tuning would be required at some stage in the ranking stack.

To understand this we can consider the performance of systems with:

• Run type “prompt”, and
• Training data: none, other, marco.

We anticipated good performance from “prompt”, but in a ranking stack with LLM prompting we expected that MS
MARCO training data (“marco”) might still be needed, for example to fine-tune early dense and sparse retrieval stages.

Overall results Table 2 and Table 3 present a standard set of relevance quality metrics for document and passage
ranking runs, respectively, as we have reported for the track in previous years. The reported metrics include Normal-
ized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002], and Average Precision (AP) [Voorhees
et al., 2005]. These are all computed using NIST judgments, since this year’s test queries do not have the sparse
judgments that we used in the first three years.

In subsequent discussions, we employ NDCG@10 as our primary evaluation metric to analyze ranking quality pro-
duced by different methods. To analyze how different approaches compare beyond just the relevance of top-ranked
results, we use NDCG@100 and Average Precision.

Prompt methods Figure 2 summarizes the evaluation results by run type—i.e., comparing “prompt” vs. “nnlm”
vs. “trad” runs. In previous years, “nnlm” methods dramatically outperformed “trad” runs, meaning that learning
a representation from training data was very helpful. This year we see another gap starting to form, with “prompt”
runs outperforming runs that did not use an LLM with prompting. We note that there are runs using very expensive
language models such as GPT-4, and this was certainly not used to process the entire corpus of 138 million passages
for each query. We can refer to the participant papers to see how the expensive model was used, but we might expect
that trad and nnlm methods were used to retrieve a small number of candidates from the 138 million passage corpus,
then the LLM approach was applied to a few results per query to improve their ranking. So, combining methods
studied in previous years with a prompt-based LLM approach, and therefore classifying the run as “prompt”, leading
to better NDCG@10 than non-prompt approaches.

Figure 3 and 4 show a query-level comparison between the best “prompt” and “nnlm” runs for the passage and the
document ranking tasks, respectively. The best “prompt” run outperforms the best “nnlm” on on the majority of
queries, reminiscent of previous years where “nnlm” outperformed “trad” on the majority of queries. The same holds
true for the document ranking task.
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Table 2: Summary of results for passage ranking runs. Baseline submissions marked with (b).
run group subtask run type training data ndcg@10 ndcg@100 ap

naverloo-rgpt4 (b) h2oloo fullrank prompt marco 0.6994 0.5370 0.3382
naverloo-frgpt4 h2oloo fullrank prompt marco 0.6899 0.5362 0.3300
naverloo_fs_RR_duo (b) h2oloo fullrank prompt marco 0.6585 0.5291 0.3130
cip_run_2 CIP fullrank prompt marco 0.6558 0.4927 0.2862
cip_run_1 CIP fullrank prompt marco 0.6558 0.4927 0.2862
cip_run_3 CIP fullrank prompt marco 0.6185 0.4823 0.2714
cip_run_4 CIP fullrank prompt marco 0.6137 0.4839 0.2721
cip_run_6 CIP fullrank prompt marco 0.6078 0.4810 0.2677
cip_run_7 CIP fullrank prompt marco 0.6075 0.4813 0.2676
cip_run_5 CIP fullrank prompt marco 0.6074 0.4776 0.2656
naverloo_fs_RR (b) h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.5972 0.5143 0.2844
naverloo_bm25_splades_RR h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.5891 0.5066 0.2811
uogtr_b_grf_e_gb uogTr fullrank prompt marco 0.5489 0.4386 0.2314
uogtr_qr_be_gb uogTr fullrank prompt marco 0.5488 0.4350 0.2315
uogtr_be_gb uogTr fullrank nnlm marco 0.5451 0.4326 0.2285
uogtr_se_gb uogTr fullrank nnlm marco 0.5394 0.4443 0.2401
naverloo_bm25_RR h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.5378 0.4115 0.2070
uogtr_b_grf_e uogTr fullrank prompt marco 0.5376 0.3987 0.1996
uogtr_se (b) uogTr fullrank nnlm marco 0.5364 0.4340 0.2348
uogtr_qr_be uogTr fullrank prompt marco 0.5316 0.3938 0.1994
uogtr_be (b) uogTr fullrank nnlm marco 0.5227 0.3873 0.1940
naverloo_fs (b) h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.5045 0.4274 0.2116
splade_pp_self_distil (b) h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.4768 0.3942 0.1960
slim-pp-0shot-uw (b) h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.4762 0.3658 0.1773
splade_pp_ensemble_distil (b) h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.4730 0.3905 0.1924
uogtr_s (b) uogTr fullrank nnlm marco 0.4706 0.3910 0.1925
bm25_splades (b) h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.4590 0.4048 0.1886
agg-cocondenser (b) h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.4562 0.3563 0.1776
uot-yahoo_rankgpt4 uot-yahoo rerank prompt other 0.3927 0.2651 0.1171
WatS-LLM-Rerank UWaterlooMDS rerank prompt marco 0.3706 0.2608 0.1069
uot-yahoo_rankgpt35 uot-yahoo rerank prompt other 0.3376 0.2499 0.0969
uogtr_dph (b) uogTr fullrank trad none 0.2825 0.2324 0.0840
WatS-Augmented-BM25 UWaterlooMDS fullrank prompt marco 0.2696 0.2108 0.0755
uot-yahoo_LLMs-blender uot-yahoo rerank prompt other 0.2630 0.2258 0.0758
uogtr_dph_bo1 (b) uogTr fullrank trad none 0.2377 0.1589 0.0600

Table 3: Summary of results for document ranking runs. Baseline submission marked with (b).
run group subtask run type training data ndcg@10 ndcg@100 ap

D_naverloo-frgpt4 h2oloo fullrank prompt marco 0.6893 0.6349 0.4189
D_naverloo_bm_splade_RR h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.5961 0.5994 0.3793
D_naverloo_bm25_RR h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.5587 0.5142 0.3131
D_bm25_splades (b) h2oloo fullrank nnlm marco 0.4936 0.5145 0.2976
colbertv2 InfoSense fullrank nnlm marco 0.3133 0.2839 0.1297
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Figure 2: NDCG@10 results by run type. As in the previous two years, “nnlm” runs continue to outperform over
“trad” runs for both tasks.
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What are some disrespectful sitting positions in Japan and the Middle East?

koit number
what did colonial women wear

who owns drs train fleet
How to create a wearable glitter lip look?

What happened to Shirley Feeney's actress?
how do you clean smoke off walls

what is secom
what is myrrh essential

What type of trains do Direct Rail Services' Class 20/3s and Class 37s work on?
what is karma koin

how fetus develops week by week
corn mash

What vitamins can help with pain in the arm after a blood test?
baltimore city school for the arts

what is the best vitamin b to take
Where is the University of Baltimore's Master of Science in Taxation program located?

what does supra mean
what is an approved shooting target

how does a bounty hunter make money
who played sherrilyn feeney

how do you spell with asl
how to cook breaded pork schnitzel in oven

define retrogression
what did nato mean by mutual defense

prompt
nnlm

Figure 3: Comparison of the best “prompt” and “nnlm” runs on individual test queries for the passage ranking task.
Queries are sorted by difference in mean performance between “prompt” and “nnlm” runs. Queries on which “prompt”
wins with large margin are at the top.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the best “prompt” and “nnlm” runs on individual test queries for the document ranking task.
Queries are sorted by difference in mean performance between “prompt” and “llm” runs. Queries on which “prompt”
wins with large margin are at the top.
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MS MARCO training data We see good performance for “prompt” approaches. Typically such LLM-based
prompting approaches use a few-shot or zero-shot approach, meaning that they need few or none of the hundreds
of thousands of MS MARCO training labels. It is not impossible to fine-tune an LLM using MS MARCO, and some
might consider the few-shot approach to be using the MS MARCO labels. However, our interest is how well a prompt
approach can work (with no fine tuning, but few-shot is reasonable to include), in a system that has no use of MS
MARCO for fine tuning any dense retrieval or ranking stages.

Table 2 shows that most top runs using the “prompt” approach did self report as using the MS MARCO training data.
We can refer to participant papers in more detail, but the overall results seem to indicate that the “prompt” approach
does not obviate the need for fine tuning some other parts of the model.

Effect of near duplicates This year, as described in last year’s overview [Craswell et al., 2023] we use the expanded
qrels. This means that we avoid expending judging effort on judging many copies of the same near-dupe passages, and
the official qrels instead map the relevance label of one passage in the cluster to the other passages. Evaluation should
be done using trec_eval on the official expanded qrels, which should be the only qrels available.

5 Synthetic Query Analysis

One of the main goals of the track has been to build reliable and reusable test collections, which highly depend on
the queries included in the collection. Since obtaining real user queries may not always be possible, we also analysed
the feasibility of using synthetic queries in test collection construction. Hence, in this year’s track, in addition to real
queries, we also used a set of synthetic queries generated using language models.

To generate the synthetic queries, we first sampled 1000 passages at random from the v2 passage corpus2. In the MS
MARCO task, a retrieved passage should make sense on its own, when appearing on the search results page without
the rest of the document’s context. Examples of a bad passage could be one that talks about a person without saying
the person’s name (“she then completed her first novel. . . ”’), or using terms that might not be clear once the passage
is removed from its document context (“we eventually chose the second solution, since it gave a good balance of
accuracy and efficiency”). To identify passages that might not be good stand-alone search results we ran each of the
1000 passages through a GPT-4 prompt as shown in Table 5. We ran each of the 1000 passages as a GPT-4 prompt
with temperature=0.8, to get a query-independent passage selection score. Since this is a rough one-off filter, we didn’t
repeat in the case of some error or malformed output, which eliminated 8.9% of passages. The following example is
one of passages that with its rating and reasoning generated by GPT-4, with a quality rating of 30:

pid=msmarco_passage_12_127299414
passage=Set-Acl C:\\Users\\myusername -AclObject $inheritance. This will take likely a few

minutes if you have a lot of files like did. However, it seemed to reset the permissions in
that folder to inherit from C:\\Users\\myusername in all child folders.

rating=30
reasoning=The passage does not clearly state the main topic or question it addresses, and it

lacks necessary background information for the reader to understand the context. The passage
also uses technical terms that are not explained or familiar to a general audience.

Here is an example passage with a score of 90:

pid=msmarco_passage_65_620984460
passage=GRE Test Scores. Someone who signs up for the GRE general test can expect to receive

three scores after successfully completing the test, including scores in verbal reasoning,
quantitative reasoning and analytical writing. Verbal and quantitative scores range from 130
to 170, and these scores are always a whole number.

rating=90
reasoning=The passage clearly states the main topic, which is GRE Test Scores. It explains the

three scores a test-taker can expect to receive: verbal reasoning, quantitative reasoning,
and analytical writing. It also provides the score range for verbal and quantitative
sections. However, the passage does not mention the score range for analytical writing,
which would make it even more informative.

Here is another example passage with a score of 90, although for our our purposes it still might not be useful, so the
GPT-4 filter is not perfect:

pid=msmarco_passage_21_28155342

2https://msmarco.blob.core.windows.net/msmarcoranking/msmarco_v2_passage.tar
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passage = Andrew Stein (born 1945), American politician. Andy Stein, American saxophone and
violin player. Arthur Stein (born 1950), American professor of political science. Aurel
Stein (1862–1943), Hungarian-British archaeologist.

rating=90
reasoning=The passage clearly states the main topic it addresses by providing a list of

individuals with the surname ’Stein’ and their professions. The passage provides background
information on each individual, including their birth year and occupation. However, the
passage does not provide detailed information about their work or accomplishments, which
might be relevant to the intended audience.

We filtered low quality passages with passage quality scores less than 50, removing 14.6% passages. The remaining
passages were seeds for this year’s synthetic queries.

Table 4: Prompts used in our synthetic query generation on randomly selected passages to generate a quality score for
each passage. At the placeholders {passage} the actually sampled passage is included.

Passage Quality Score Generation
Below is an instruction that describes a task, paired with an input that provides further context. Write a response
that appropriately completes the request.

### Instruction:

You are part of a search engine which helps users find relevant context passages given their queries. As part of the
index generation process we are evaluating the quality of passages that could occur on a search results page.
In order to meet user needs it is important to ensure the context passages state clearly what they are talking about,
for example, if a passage is reviewing a product, it must say what the product is. Otherwise there is a risk that we
are taking the review of one product, but the person who is reading it thinks it is talking about a different product,
because the search engine accidentally picked the wrong passage.

Read the context passage and rate it on a scale of 0 to 100, where 0 means that the passage is very unclear and
confusing due to lack of context, and 100 means that the passage is very clear and informative due to providing
sufficient context. Please include your reasoning and respond in well formed json.

Consider the following factors when rating the passage:
1. Does the passage state the main topic or question that it addresses?
2. Does the passage provide any background information or definitions that are necessary to understand the main
points?
3. Does the passage avoid using jargon or technical terms that are not explained or familiar to the intended audience?

### Input:

{passage}

### Response:

We then generated queries using two methods: The first method uses a small but pre-trained model based on T5, and
the second method is based on zero-shot query generation using GPT-4. For query generation using T5, we applied
the BeIR query generation3 model that uses a T5-based model pre-trained on the MS MARCO Passage dataset, and
generated 100 queries per passage. We also generated one query per passage using the GPT-4 based approach.

The 2023 query sample for participants comprised 200 human queries, 250 T5 queries and 250 GPT-4 queries. The
200 queries were selected from a set of held-out MS MARCO queries that were not used in corpus construction, as
done for the first time in the 2022 track. The synthetic queries were determined by sampling 250 T5 queries from
different seed passages, and including the set of GPT-4 queries from the same 250 seed passages. The T5 queries were
sampled to match a target sample of 250 NIST 2022 qrels. The NIST qrels were passage labels 3 and 4, so considered
relevant by human relevance assessors, and sampled at random. We used two statistics for stratification, the query
length and number of query words that lexically match a passage word (with no stopword removal or stemming). So,

3https://huggingface.co/BeIR/query-gen-msmarco-t5-large-v1
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Table 5: Prompts used in our synthetic query generation on randomly selected passages to generate a query for each
passage. At the placeholders {passage} the actually sampled passage is included.

Query Generation Based on Passage
Below is an instruction that describes a task, paired with an input that provides further context. Write a response
that appropriately completes the request.

### Instruction:

You are part of a search engine that helps users find relevant context passages given their queries. To improve the
relevance of retrieval methods, artificial queries must be generated. Read the context passage and write a query
that a user would issue if they would seek to access the passage mentioned below. Provide reasoning for your
generation.

Consider the following factors when generating the query:
1. Does this passage fully answer the query?
2. Does this query seek information that could only be answered by this given passage?

Respond in JSON where the generated query has the key "query" and the reasoning has the key "reasoning."

### Input:

context passage:{passage}

### Response:

Table 6: Statistics of queries per query type
All Real T5 Generated GPT-4 Generated

No. of Queries 82 51 13 18
Avg. Query Length 6.84 5.76 5.69 10.72
Min Query Length 2 2 4 6
Max Query Length 15 14 8 15

for example, if our target human qrel had a 7 word query with 3 of those occurring in the passage, we would pick a T5
query-passage pair with a 7-word query with 3 of those occurring in the passage. This gave us 250 T5 query-passage
pairs with exactly the same query length and lexical overlap statistics as the 2022 NIST qrel target sample.

For the queries that were provided to the NIST assessors, the assessors removed the queries that do not look reasonable,
that contain too few or too many relevant documents as these queries tend to be noisy or not very informative for
evaluation purposes. Amongst the 48 T5-generated queries, 13 (27.1%) of them were selected and amongst the 49
queries generated using GPT-4, 18 (36.7%) of them were selected to be included in the test collection. For real queries,
out of the 147 queries provided to the assessors, 51 (34.7%) of them were selected.

Table 6 shows the total number of queries included in the test collection for each query type, together with average,
min and max query length for each category. It can be seen that queries generated using GPT-4 tend to be much longer
than the queries generated using T5 and the real queries and in general queries generated using T5 tend to be shorter
than the other query types.

For all query types, depth-10 pooling was used to select the documents to be judged by the NIST assessors. For
each query type, Table 7 shows the average number of documents per query for each relevance grade. It can be
seen that synthetic queries contain much fewer relevant documents (documents with relevance grade greater than
zero) compared to the real queries (120.1 documents of relevance grade greater than zero for real queries vs. 71.76
documents for queries generated by T5 and 77.87 documents for queries generated by GPT-4.) Also, pools constructed
using queries generated by T5 tend to contain significantly more non-relevant documents compared to the rest of the
query types, suggesting that these queries may be more difficult than the other queries.
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Table 7: Average number of documents for each relevance grade for different query types.
Relevance Grade All Real T5 Generated GPT-4 Generated

0 169.09 159.31 213.30 164.88
1 53.31 64.15 31.23 38.55
2 27.54 31.60 19.46 21.88
3 22.31 24.35 21.07 17.44
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Figure 5: Comparison of system performance on real queries versus (left) on all (real+synthetic) track queries, and
(right) on synthetic queries.

To compute the reliability of the final test collection which includes both real and synthetic queries, we compared the
performance of systems using all track queries with performance of systems solely using real queries. The left plot in
Figure 5 shows that evaluation results obtained using our final test collection is very close to the evaluation results on
real queries. The right plot in the figure shows how the performance of systems using synthetically generated queries
(both T5 and GPT-4 based) compare with system performance on real queries. Both plots include line y = x and
report the Kendall’s τ values. It can be seen that synthetic queries and real queries show similar patterns in terms of
evaluation results and system ranking.

One potential issue with using synthetic queries in test collection construction is the possible bias the synthetic queries
may exhibit towards systems that are based on a similar approach (similar language model) to the one that was used in
query generation (e.g., queries generated using T5 might favour systems that are based on T5). In order to analyse the
possible bias, we categorised the runs submitted to the track based on the approach they use, resulting in four different
system categories: systems based on GPT, T5, GPT + T5 (i.e., a combination of GPT and T5), and others (traditional
methods such as BM25, or any model that does not use either GPT or T5). The right plot in Figure 5 shows that while
synthetic queries slightly underestimate the performance of models that do not use GPT or T5, this does not seem to
have much effect in system ranking.

To further analyse possible bias that might arise from a system using a similar approach as the one used in query
generation, the left plot in Figure 6 shows how system performance computed on GPT-4 queries compare with system
performance on real queries. It can be seen that queries based on GPT-4 slightly over-estimate the performance of
systems based on GPT. As it can be seen in the right plot of the figure, queries generated using T5 exhibit almost no
bias towards systems based on T5. The plot also shows that for all system types, T5 based queries tend to be more
difficult than real queries.

Overall, our initial results suggest that test collections consisting of synthetically generated queries could be reliably
used to evaluate system performance. However, more analysis is needed to validate this, which is left as future work.
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Figure 6: Comparison of system performance on real queries versus (left) on queries generated using GPT-4, and
(right) on queries generated using T5.

6 Conclusion

This is the fifth and final year of the TREC Deep Learning track. Our main goal was to generate another reusable
dataset, using the new methods introduced last year, giving us a second round of data. This means we repeated the
updats that were first introduced last year. A set of harder queries (not used in corpus construction), focused judgement
on the passage task, and passage deduplication. This year we also introduced some additional synthetic queries. Our
initial analysis shows that the synthetic queries based on T5 and GPT-4 can lead to similar evaluation outcomes in
comparison to evaluating with our sample of queries from search engine users. Deep learning models with large scale
pretraining continued to outperform traditional retrieval methods, and single stage retrieval with deep models seems
to gain some more ground this year. This report summarizes our analysis of submitted runs and the observed (mostly
positive) impact of the changes in the track this year on building a more complete and consequently more reusable test
collections.
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